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INTRODUCTION TO HONEYPOTS
Security of computing machines and networks are increasing in importance as more and more business is conducted via these systems. Despite decades of research, security in all aspects still cannot be provided to the computer systems in the network. One way to strengthen the defenses against vulnerability exploitations is to learn from the enemy by deploying and monitoring those machines in the network that the attacker would love to break into.
Honeypot is a special machine that is intentionally placed in the network for the purpose of capturing any type of attack activity and logging it for analysis. The concept is entirely based to mimic the personality or behavior of a physical machine and making fool of the attackers by making it vulnerable. The definition of honeypot as per the members of Honeypot mailing list is:
"A honeypot is an information system resource whose value lies in unauthorized or illicit use of that resource." [24, 26] From this definition it is clear that the value of honeypot increases when more number of attackers is lured. Unlike the traditional security measures such as firewalls and IDSs, honeypots are used for detection, prevention, and collection of information of attack.
The beauty of honeypots lies in the fact that it limits the intruder from having access to the entire network irrespective of luring him. Table 1 gives the comparison of low and high-interaction honeypots. The research is undertaken to study the behavior of traffic coming from outside i.e. attacks encountered by the honeypot, protocols used for that attack, lookup for the logs generated for various attacks. The logs can be represented graphically to visualize the output and analyze the intrusions. The categorization can be done on the basis of port-wise, protocolwise attacks, analysis of traffic on time-basis etc.
The detailed objectives of this research are:
 Implementation of high and low-interaction honeypot.
 Analysis of TCP, UDP and ICMP traffic captured by honeynet.
 Detection of attacks and analysis of the activities generated by the attacker on honeypot.
Three-step methodology followed by the honeywall to achieve these objectives is -data capture, data control, data analysis. Honeywall uses different tools for each of these steps.
 Data Capture: Sebek is used as a data capturing tool. It works in client-server architecture. Sebek server is installed by default in the honeywall gateway while sebek client is installed on the honeypot. Sebek is used to monitor keystrokes, file reads, writes, socket calls and process creation calls even when session encryption is used.
 Data Control: Snort and snort-inline is used as data control tool. Snort-Inline in combination with netfilter/iptables operates as a bridging firewall to send packets to user space for processing.
 Data Analysis: Walleye is used as data analysis tool. The interesting thing to note is that walleye interface is remotely accessible from any machine. The only requirement is to access the desired port on honeywall from which data is to be transferred. [1] The purpose of carrying out this work is to deploy honeynet to capture the keystrokes of the attacker's activities and analyzing the captured data for the purpose of research. The primary goal is to learn the tools, tactics, methodologies, and techniques used by the hackers by which they exploit the systems. The key point of using honeywall in the topology is that encrypted traffic can also be captured and decoded with generation III of honeynet.
It is worth mentioning here that the value of this research work depends on the type of honeypot deployed and the scenario i.e. the location of deployment which means whether the honeynet is deployed in front of the firewall or behind it. If the topology is deployed in front of the firewall, unfiltered traffic can be captured effectively. Otherwise the firewall with do filtration and only limited traffic will be captured.
IMPLEMENTATION OF HONEYPOTS
Honeyd is the tool used to implement a low-interaction honeypot. Honeyd is a small daemon that creates virtual hosts on a network. The hosts can be configured to run arbitrary services, and their TCP personality can be adapted so that they appear to be running certain versions of operating systems. Honeyd enables a single host to claim multiple addresses on a LAN for network simulation. It is possible to ping the virtual machines, or to traceroute them. Any type of service on the virtual machine can be simulated according to a simple configuration file. Instead of simulating a service, it is also possible to proxy it to another machine. There was a problem while installing farpd-0.2 due to its incompatibility with gcc, so it was installed from the software center. Once the libraries and farpd was installed it was a straight forward task to install Honeyd. [18] 
Pre-requisites for installation of Honeyd

Configuration of Honeyd
Once the installation part is over, the actual task of preparing the configuration file of Honeyd begins. This is actually the most important step in running Honeyd. Honeyd is capable of creating 65535 such templates in a single configuration file and binds it to unallocated IP addresses for each template to act as a physical machine for the attacker. The template consists of basic details like the operating system that the template will mimic, ports open on that operating system, and the default scripts that will run if a specific port is attacked, in order to lure the attacker and keep him busy. The uptime of the virtual machine is also mentioned. At last, the template is bound to an unallocated IP address so that it looks as a physical machine in the network. [18] 
Observations on Honeyd
Some of the observations while working on Honeyd are mentioned below: [18]  Farpd does ARP spoofing, since it shows the MAC address of honeypot with unused IP addresses in the network. Farpd checks for the MAC of each IP address in the network and if arpd_lookup finds no entry of MAC for any IP address, then arp reply binds the MAC address of the honeypot to that IP.  On running the command for Honeyd, the Ethernet card enters into promiscuous mode and internet stops working until the honeypot is restarted.  If multiple Honeyd commands are running from the terminal and multiple scripts are running, then on pinging the bound IP address would result into duplicate ICMP requests and will reflect the same in ping reply.  Even after closing the terminal, the farpd and Honeyd keep on running at the back end and are stopped when the machine is shut down. Even log off would not affect running of Honeyd at the back end.  On pinging the bound IP addresses in honeyd.conf after running Honeyd will response when observed through wireshark, the MAC address of ARP request/reply of those IP addresses is same as that of honeypot. Any internal attacker will come to know this but an attacker from outside (internet) will not be able to detect this thing.  When one IP is assigned manually to the honeypot through TCP/IP settings and second is bound to the same interface through ifconfig, then ping on second IP address will respond and first one shows unreachable host because the traffic is captured by Ethernet card first and MAC address is mapped to IP address. Since in is case second IP is bound to interface, so it is replying to ping.  Honeyd facilitates the concept of virtual and physical honeypots.  On scanning the ports through zenmap, it was observed that if honeyd.conf contains TCP port status open then only it shows the open ports and it does not show UDP port status.  Specific log file for Honeyd can be created with option -l followed by the path and filename while running Honeyd. The fields listed in log file are timestamp, protocol, source IP, source port, destination IP, and destination port. Flags in case of TCP protocol are ACK, RST, FIN, SYN, and prediction of operating system at source of the packet is also logged. But the entry corresponding to ICMP protocol logs source and destination IP, number of packets, and size of data respectively.  Route entry is added at the end of honeyd.conf file otherwise the templates are automatically disabled and on running Honeyd, "no route for <IP>" is displayed.  Once route entry is added at the end of honeyd.conf file, then "time to live exceeded" entry starts appearing on running Honeyd and we were not able to ping any IP address and network unreachable error is displayed. But on removing the route entry from the file, normal ping starts working and reply is received.
Implementation of high-interaction honeypot
Since high-interaction honeypot provides real services of operating system, no tool is required to be installed on it. The attacker interacts with the actual operating system to provide full interaction. Installation of sebek was the major problem faced during the experimentation. At the beginning of the work it was decided to use ubuntu 11.04 to install sebek but there were a lot of problems related to creation of binaries due to incompatibility of sebek version with the linux kernel. The reason for incompatibility is that sebek code is not updated but the linux kernel is. All the online help options were accessed but in vain. Even the linux kernel was changed and kernel image 2.4.x was used to solve the problem. So finally it was decided to use windows based machine as high-interaction honeypot and sebek was installed on it.
Some important points to be taken into consideration regarding sebek are:  The destination IP in the configuration is the IP address of the interface on honeywall on which data from honeypots is captured.  Destination IP on honeywall configuration file and sebek configuration should be same.
There is no way to trace that sebek is installed on the honeypot because sebek drivers are hidden in location C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers and even task manager does not show under system processes that sebek is running. The machine runs normally after installing sebek.
INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION OF HONEYWALL GATEWAY
Honeywall gateway is the most important component in a honeynet deployment. Through this system DCAP and DCON is exercised, and in GenIII Honeynets, Data analysis and Honeywall Management takes place here through the walleye web interface. Honeywall CDROM Roo-1.4 is the heart of this deployment. Roo CDROM is Cent operating system based and is the minimized version of the system. The CDROM also provides tools to easily configure, maintain, and analyze the solution after it has been deployed. Its purpose is to capture, control, and analyze all inbound and outbound Honeynet activity. [9] Honeywall gateway becomes a layer 2 bridging device that captures, controls, and analyzes all inbound and outbound traffic to the honeypots. The configuration is very important since all the protocols, ports, capturing interface details, honeypot IPs, inbound and outbound connections with protocols, remote management etc. are specified here.
Requirements for installation of honeywall gateway
Installation of honeywall gateway has following key considerations: 
Installation of honeywall gateway
The honeywall CD offers an automated process of installation once it is booted. Installation of Roo will overwrite the hard disk so all the data will be deleted. All the necessary packages will be installed automatically.
[15] Installation of honeywall is as simple as booting from the CDROM then hitting the Enter key, allowing the fully automated install process to begin. After installation, administrator will have to go through an initial Setup process to configure the honeywall gateway for the first time. Once configured and deployed, there are three options on how to administer the system, a command line utility called hwctl, a dialog menu, and the GUI based browser interface called Walleye.
[13] Once installed, honeywall will have default users. The password for all of these accounts is honey. It is highly recommended to change these passwords. The local operating system passwords can be changed during the initial configuration process; the Walleye password can be changed the first time administrator logs into the web interface.  Default local operating system user is roo.  Default local operating system privileged user is root.  Default user for Walleye web interface is roo. Figure 1 shows the main components and the connectivity. The terms have their default meaning. Router2 is connected to the honeynet while Router1 is connected to the production network of the organization. The simplest reason to connect two routers is to separate the production network from the honeynet so that if the honeypots are compromised by the attacker, it does not affect the production network. The topology is divided into three parts for explanation. Part I focuses on honeypots (low and high-interaction) connected to Switch2. Part II consists of honeywall and the management machine connected to it. Part III covers production network and Router1.
Deployed Topology
Part I -Honeypots
Implementation of honeypots is already discussed in section II of this paper.
Part II -Honeywall
Honeywall has three NICs installed on it -eth0, eth1, eth2. Eth0 is connected to Router2, eth1 to Switch2 to which honeypots are connected, and eth2 is connected to the management machine. The main advantage of the bridge mode is that it is harder to detect by the attackers. Since the Honeywall has no IP address (except for eth2), it does not affect the time to live values of the traffic entering/leaving the Honeynet. However, it can still transparently control and capture all the data passing through it. But honeywall captures all the malicious activities and forwards them to the honeypots.
Figure 1. Network Topology
Part III -Production Network and Router1
Production network is connected to Router1 which is the normal network of the organization. Production network works independently of the honeynet because malicious traffic is forwarded to the honeypots in the topology and does not affect the normal traffic.
Configuration of honeywall gateway
Once the installation is complete, two user accounts are createdroo and root. The details of configuration are available in [5, 13] . Whatever values the administrator fills during the automation process (configuration) are stored in honeywall.conf file which is stored at /etc directory. [20] 
Observations on honeywall gateway
Some of the observations while installing and configuring honeywall are:  There was a problem faced sometimes that on entering menu command in the terminal, honeywall menu is not displayed and "command not found" error is displayed.
In that case we can manually open the menu by using any one of the following locations:  /dlg/dialogmenu.sh  /sbin/etc/sbin/bin (directory path)  /usr/sbin/menu  Boot loader password is set during the configuration of honeywall so that every activity does not go to the kernel.  Roo and root user passwords are required to be changed periodically. This is done for security reasons. The passwords are a combination of alphanumeric and special characters.  Honeywall runs a customized operating system, so a lot of utilities are restricted on it. For example, one cannot ping to/from any machine.  Whatever changes the administrator wants to do in the configuration file later on, he is allowed to do so.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The entire purpose of deploying a honeynet is to collect data. However, that data has no value if it cannot be analyzed. Walleye interface is the graphical tool available for analyzing the logged activities and alerts. Walleye also supports the integration and analysis of sebek data. The power of sebek data is that it captures all of the system activity and gives the ability to analyze what happened on the honeypot, even if the attacker went in encrypted.
On opening the management interface in the browser (https://ipaddress-management-interface), administrator will be prompted to login. This is a SSL connection. The default user is roo and password is honey. Administrator will then be prompted to change the password. [20] This section discusses the data captured and analyzed through the walleye interface. Walleye interface facilitates the analysis of data on the basis of source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port. The protocols used for analysis are TCP, UDP, and ICMP. However sebek data is also captured and analyzed.
Attack Profile
In order to test the functionality of honeynet, some simulated attacks are launched. Although this simulation does not actually hack the target machine, but it provides deep insight about the working of honeynet and how walleye displays the data from MySQL database. As a beginner, the simplest attacks that can be launched are packet fabrication without SYN flag, DOS, smurf attack, flooding by using IP spoofing etc. The tool used to do so is hping3. [14] The command used to launch the attack is hping3. One of the customized ways to do this is to use the option flood with the command to launch flooding on a target IP. Administrative rights are required to run the mentioned command from the attacker's machine. The attacker's machine is placed in the production network. [17] #hping3 -V -c 1000000 -d 120 -S -w 64 -p 445 -s 445 --flood --rand-source <Victim IP> Source IP can also be spoofed with -a option in this command. The logged entries against spoofed attacker IP do not depict the actual IP of the attacker. [27] There are some numeric options that represent UDP/ICMP protocol in the command i.e. flooding is done through which protocol. These options are -1 for ICMP, -2 for UDP protocol. For TCP protocol, different flags can be used as mentioned (S for SYN, R for RST, A for ACK etc.) in the sample command above. 
Result
Flooding attack is launched in different scenarios with different protocols. There are four scenarios created to launch the attack and analyze the consequences on walleye interface. First three scenarios are based on TCP, UDP, and ICMP protocols respectively. Fourth scenario is based on sebek connections and result of attacker's keystrokes is logged by sebek.
Scenario 1 -Use of TCP SYN flag to flood the target machine (honeypot)
The command used for this scenario to launch flood attack on victim machine is:
hping3 -V -c 10000 -d 120 -S -w 64 -p 445 -s 445 --flood --rand-source VICTIM_IP [23] As soon as the command is run from the attacker's machine, the connection is created with the honeypot and it starts receiving the corresponding data through TCP protocol. SYN flag is used to create a TCP connection with the victim. Once the victim machine receives the SYN flag, it will acknowledge the connection request. Once the connection is established, the command floods the victim machine with number of such SYN packets to create connection from the attacker's machine. The scenario is logged by the honeywall and can be viewed from the walleye interface. The command used to launch attack using ICMP protocol is: hping3 -1 --flood -a VICTIM_IP BROADCAST_ADDRESS The victim IP used in this command is of the honeypot itself. Since the broadcast address of the victim machine's network is used, the ping command is broadcast repeatedly leading to large value of flows in the output. The source port number used by the victim machine to send the ping request is 8. The attacker used the concept of spoofed IP to launch attack in this scenario. So how will the administrator come to know the actual attacker? The answer to this question is the "packet decode" option. On clicking the icon against the ICMP flow entry, the packet details can be seen. The option in packet decode that is of interest to the administrator is the MAC address. This is not the MAC address of the victim machine but of the actual machine of the attacker. Each time the ping request is broadcast from the victim machine, the MAC address of the actual machine of the attacker is sent in the packet. The IDS details of the packet can also be seen on the same page. Moreover the analysis can be done on the basis of aggregated results of flow as well.
Scenario 4 -Keystroke capturing by Sebek
This scenario focuses on capturing the keystrokes of attacker by sebek. Whatever activity is performed on the honeypot is captured and logged by sebek and can be viewed on walleye interface. Four icons are displayed in sebek connections while other connections have only two icons. The reason for having two extra icons in sebek connections is that they provide the facility to draw the process tree and related flows. In order to execute this task it is assumed that the highinteraction honeypot of the topology in figure 1 is compromised by the attacker. It is worth mentioning here that sebek client is installed on this machine. So whatever activity the attacker is going to perform will be logged and sent to the database. The attacker has tried to ping the loopback address (127.0.0.1) from the honeypot. Once it is done, the walleye interface can be refreshed to view the log. Figure 5 shows the sebek connections created against the ping (ICMP echo request) from the source IP 90.0.0.4 (IP address of high-interaction honeypot) to destination machine with IP address 10.0.8.14. On clicking the process tree icon (located first in icon box), the process tree created for this activity can be viewed. It is observed that each process is assigned a unique number called PID per sebek connection. That means if two sebek connections are created, then each connection will have its own unique PID. The detailed moves of the attacker from start to end are logged and can be viewed with the help of process tree. Source IP is the obvious entry but the rest three entries mentioned in header need to be discussed. The destination IP is the IP of the honeywall interface (eth2) on which sebek data is to be forwarded. 1101 is the port number configured during sebek installation for capturing and forwarding the data to honeywall interface. That is why source and destination port number is same in the packet. The next thing to observe from the packet details is the MAC address of the source machine and that of destination machine. At the last the activity performed in this packet detail is "Pinging 127.0.0.1 with 32 bytes of data" and same packet detail shows the reply from 127.0.0.1. The second part of packet detail also gives a hint of operating system used by the source machine since it is pinging with 32 bytes of data. That means the operating system fingerprint supports 32 bytes of data and one guess for the operating system could be Windows.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
During the experiments and scenarios it is observed that honeypots capture all type of data which shows what type of attacks are launched in the network. The data reveals which techniques are used and how they are used to gain access to the honeypot specially the one captured with the help of sebek. Implementing and running Honeyd resulted in gaining a lot of information about the network. The starting entries in the log file were on port number 137 and 138 (netbios). So there was the need to exploit the vulnerabilities intentionally to test the successful deployment of Honeyd. Keeping this in mind, nmap was done on the honeypot to check the vulnerabilities of a windows template and to do port scanning. It was done successfully and the related observations are mentioned in the relevant section. The problem faced while running Honeyd was when farpd was run before running Honeyd, it binds all the unallocated IP addresses with the honeypot. Now if any of the machines is turned on, then IP conflict is shown on that machine. This is because farpd does MAC binding means it binds all the unassigned IP addresses with the MAC address of the honeypot to fool the attacker. The problem becomes more severe when the honeypot is left running overnight and in the morning, IP conflict is shown on every machine which is turned on. To overcome this problem, honeypot machine needs to be restarted. There was also a problem while testing Honeyd with nmap. Nmap was not done successfully earlier. When scanning from within the network, nmap uses ARP for scanning the IP using the MAC address because it is fast. But Honeyd does not respond to MAC address. So ping was working but port scanning was not successful and even guesses of operating system was not appropriate. So the nmap command was used with arp option to fix the problem. Honeynet is the technology that can be used to detect zero day attacks. Argos is an emulator that can be used to capture zero day attacks. IDS and firewall systems are not much reliable in detection of zero day attacks because they work on fingerprints i.e. they can detect only those attacks whose details are available in the database. But honeynet is that technology that can detect and block new worm attacks as well.
